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ITCO TARGET:

ITCO with approach to his knowledge-basis essence and believing
competitive in industrial arena; tries to collaborate with credible and
reliable foreign companies in order to make an intelligent, competitive,
profitable and innovative collection.
ITCO follows on executing below activities under cooperation with his
foreign joint companies:
Technical and marketing exchange information.
Find mutual cooperation bases.
Sign contracts in mutual investment and finance of industrial projects.
Procurement and import projects equipment.
Develop internal target markets.
Export industrial commodities.

ITCO INTRODUCTION:

ITCO (Iranian Turbine Company) started writing his history in 2011 and was founded on
knowledge-basis Company which it has been approved by Presidency of the Islamic Republic of
Iran Vice-Presidency for Science and Technology.
ITCO is owned by IDRO with 49% and PADICO with 51% shares.

IDRO being the main hand of power for the industry minister of Iran. IDRO
concentrates on an overview of previous performance aiming to operationalize the development plans as well as to continue the trend of industrial
investment within the framework of laws and regulations.
PADICO owns many aviation related companies and is considered one of the
few private aircraft manufacturing organizations in Iran.
ITCO has some memorandum of understanding and agreement with famous,
credible and reliable companies such as AeroTech (France), C.E.C Company
(South Korea) and Chris Marin (Germany).

ITCO ACTIVITIES:
Aviation Industries:

Design and development of parts and aviation assemblies.
Design and manufacturing of aviation engines by new reverse
engineering methods.
Upgrading and improvement of aviation engines.
Periodic and specialized maintenance of rotating machines.

Oil, Gas and Petrochemical:

Design and development of Oil and Gas parts, assemblies and sub
assembling.
Design and development of rotating equipment parts and systems in
Oil and Gas industries such as gas turbines, compressors and pumps.
Top overhaul of rotating equipment specially gas turbines up to
15 MW.
Installation and commissioning all of Oil and Gas rotating equip
ment.
Monitoring and troubleshooting of rotating equipment and com
pressors specially.

Power Plant Industries:

Design, manufacturing and commissioning of CHP small scale
power plants (up to 25 MW).
Consultation and feasibility study in power plants up to 25 MW.
Designing and constructing CHP and CCHP up to 25 MW power
plants.
Commissioning and operation/ utilize up to 25 MW power plants.
Repairing and troubleshooting of systems and small scale power
plants generators.
Energy consumption managing and energy saving.
Energy supplying by mobile/portable power plants.

ITCO CERTIFICATES:
Quality certified issued by IRSQ (Iranian Society for Quality).

Power Plant establishing permission from I.R.I Power Ministry.

ISO 9001-2008 certified by AGR.

Power plant establishing license from I.R.I Ministry of Industry,
Mine and trade.

Presence in Iran Oil & Gas Industries Approved Vendor List (AVL).
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